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APU is a knowledge-based consultancy company 
providing research and analysis, data, technical 
and business advice and services, sought by 
business leaders and strategists, to help them 
capture tomorrow’s opportunies, today.
APU deliAPU delivers market research reports covering 
markets, industries, countries, companies and 
technologies. 

BBy connuously updang our desk research, and 
leveraging market research publicaons from 
leading instutes and consultancies worldwide, 
we provide relevant, current and credible 
research, crical to the success of your business.

Our clients use our insights, crical analysis, 
stascs and forecasts to help make strategic 
business decisions and grow their organizaons. 
Our approach combines deep insight into the 
dynamics of industries and markets to help 
clients build more capable organizaons and 
sustain lasng results.

GGlobal Business Intelligence

Trends and forecasts for 18 global industries and 
over 1200 industry subsectors in up to 60 
economies.
OOur subscripon services for data, news, 
analysis and forecasts, help clients understand 
how the world is changing and how that creates 
opportunies to be seized and risks to be 
migated and managed. 



WATCH
DIGITAL FUTURES VIDEO

LEARN 
MORE

DIGITAL FUTURES is an online content publi-
cation platform catering for technology 

business leaders, decision makers and 
users, by sourcing and sharing valua-

ble information and best practices in 
connection to the latest emerging 

technologies trends and market 
developments that leverage 

capabilities and contribute 
towards enhanced 

e n t e r p r i s e - w i d e 
performance.

WATCH VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/eVGDI-ERRpw
https://www.youtube.com/embed/eVGDI-ERRpw
https://www.apucis.com/enGB/solutions/subscriptions-overview
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“ ” 
STYLISH, HIGHTECH AND CHEAP: IS 

CITIZENM THE FUTURE OF HOSPITALITY?
FINANCIAL TIMES
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CITIZENM DIGITAL DISRUPTION 

 

The digital revolution has caused a tsunami of 

disruption that has swept across the backdrop of 

the travel sector. Today, consumers expect 

personalized, high tech and streamlined 

experiences without the human touch being lost. 

The opportunities are endless and the pace of 

innovation is unstoppable. 
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This tactic has been further applied through 

CitizenM’s smart hotels innovations. They seek to 

appeal to niche markets, such as those 

representing the millennial demographic and 

the segment of business travelers who seek 

convenience through trouble-free and high-tech 

services, which are willing to travel from all over 

the globe to stay in such new-age hotels. 

CitizenM are also branding and marketing 

specialists knowing how to capture audiences by 

the incredible digital marketing they run, which 

visually showcases the unique selling points of 

each venue and urges customers to book online 

and directly. 

CitizenM has also accomplished in becoming a 

strong lifestyle brand that stands out from the 

mass of hotel operators. The futuristic 

technology, the contemporary design and 

innovation of these hotels from their 

development stage through to the hotel 

experience embrace the following 

considerations; 
  



“ 

” 
RATTAN CHADHA, 

Chairman and Founder of CizenM

THIS OWNEROPERATOR 
MODEL HAS BEEN VERY 
PROFITABLE, MORE OR 
LESS, SINCE DAY ONE, 
EXCEEDING 50% OF 
GROSS OPERATING 
PROFIT  WHICH IS 
UNHEARD OUNHEARD OF IN THE 
INDUSTRY
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A LOW-COST BUSINESS MODEL 

As CitizenM shuns traditional hotel employee 

roles, each area is manned with personnel which 

the company refers to as their “ambassadors”. 

These employees balance multiple job roles and 

functions, from checking in guests to making a 

cocktail to recommending restaurants and 

whatever else a traveler might need. Despite the 

hotels’ reduced staff count (for example, the 

Times Square NYC Hotel employs just six people, 

while a comparably-sized hotel would employ 

over 230), according to Chadha “we ranked 

higher in service than the Four Seasons”. The 

company also keeps costs down by owning its 

own real estate and through the use of modular 

construction, by which rooms are manufactured 

in a factory before they’re shipped to a job site 

for assembly. 
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•  

•  

• Exceptional in service 

•  

• 
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The Lobby acts as a Living Room; a social space 

with multiple corners for working and eating, 

lounges for relaxing, and places for sitting and 

watching TV. 

The hotel is staffed by Ambassadors, Not 

Bellhops. 

Self-Service Replaces Room Service with 24/7 
exceptional Food & Beverage.3,4,5,6,7 

  



“ ” 
CHECK IN FOR AN OVERNIGHT 
REVOLUTION AT CITIZENM

THE INDEPENDENT

CITIZENM NEW YORK TIMES SQUARE

CITIZENM  PARIS, LA DEFENSE
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THE FIVE M’S 

- CoffeeM: street-side style barista cafés.



“ 
” 

MODERN AND LIVELY: A SPACE THAT 
FEELS MORE LIKE AN ARTY FRIEND’S 
APARTMENT THAN A HOTEL

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH

HOTEL ROOM

DIGITAL CHECKIN COUNTER
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ROOM KEY FEATURES 

 

• XL king-size bed with an ultra-comfy 

mattress 

•  

•  

•  

• Spacious power rain shower 

• Proper full-size hair dryer 

•  

• Superfast, unlimited Wi-Fi 

•  

•  

• Free movies 

• Safe Room keys are RFID cards that double 

as payment method at CanteenM, as luggage 

tags for the return trip home, and they can also 

be used as new keys for the next stay at 

CitizenM.8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 
  



25 HOUR HOTEL VIENNA

WHEAT YOUTH ARTS HOTEL HANGZHOU, CHINA
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